This unit is the result of extensive research, and uses only the finest, most durable materials available. It is designed to provide you with many years of accurate, dependable service with minimal care and maintenance.

Your Labtron sphygmomanometer consists of an aneroid manometer (gauge); complete inflation system (includes cuff, inflation bladder, squeeze bulb, and air release valve); zippered carrying case; and a 10-year calibration warranty.

Applying the Cuff:
• Place the cuff over bare upper arm, just above the bend of the inner elbow.
• Wrap the cuff snugly around arm and engage hook & loop fastener.
• To verify a correct fit, ensure that two fingers fit between the cuff and skin surface. If sufficient room is not available, readjust the cuff. A different size may be needed if readjustment does not provide sufficient room or if the cuff cannot be secured tightly enough.
• Please note that these cuffs are pregauged for proper arm size. If the index line falls outside the specified range, please ensure you are using the proper size cuff (i.e. adult, infant, etc.).

Overinflation:
Inflating the instrument beyond 300mmHg can result in damage to manometer and inflation system.

Storage:
Wrap cuff around manometer and bulb; store in zippered carrying case provided.

Care & Maintenance:
The cuff can be easily hand washed. However, remove the bladder and ensure hook & loop are fastened before washing. Do not iron fasteners.